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Lunch Box
Executive Lunch–Price ` 760(Inclusive of bag worth ` 115)

Features & Benefits
*
*
*

Classic Round Liquid-tight Seal prevents spillage of curries.
Four Bowls with compartments allows you to pack a complete lunch.
Smart Checkered Bag separate your cool and warm food in separate compartments.

Demo & Usage Ideas
Do you compromise on the lunch you send for your husband because it is difficult to carry? Two deep bowls and two flat bowls
*
*

allow you to pack a complete lunch with a healthy variety.
Carry salad and vegetables in the small bowls and curry, rice, rotis and curd in the larger bowls.
Carry vegetarian and non-vegetarian dishes separately.

*
*

Carry your cool and warm food in separate compartments as per their requirement.

Dimensions
Product

Capacity (ml)

Flat Bowl

200

Deep Bowl

450

Note:
*

The bag is not covered by the Tupperware Lifetime Guarantee.
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Lunch Box
Best Lunch Price ` 645 (Inclusive of bag worth ` 80)

Features & Benefits
CONTENTS
*
*
*
*
*

Square Away: Convenient, handy size.
2 Tropical Cups: Allows you to pack a complete, wholesome meal.
Tumbler: Liquid tight.
Best Lunch Bag: Smart spacious Lunch Kit; can carry an additional spoon, napkin or any other important items.
Name Card: Easy to identify among other users.

Demo & Usage Ideas
*

Carry to office nutritiously balanced meals complete with dahi (yoghurt), nimbu pani (lemonade), lassi (buttermilk).
Homemade lunch is healthier and works out much cheaper. See how much you save by sending homemade food rather than

*

buying it from elsewhere. Save on doctor’s bills too. The set includes a Tumbler, two Tropical cups and a Square Away.
Tumbler: Prepare nimbu pani (lemonade), lassi (buttermilk), badam(almond) milk, cold coffee or fruit juice the night before, chill

*

and send with the lunch.
Tropical Cups: Curries, Cut fruit, salad, payasam, sambar, kadi, etc, can be enjoyed without any spillage or accident. Set dahi

*
*
*

(yoghurt), jelly and desserts such as custard to make an exciting meal for your loved ones.
Square Away: Keep sandwiches, parathas, rotis and rice, and also idlis, dosas and cutlets.
Can also be used as a fashionable bag for carrying different kinds of items.

Dimensions
Product

H (cm)

L (cm)

W (cm)

D (cm)

Capacity (ml)

Tropical Cup

5

–

–

9.5

200

Square Away

4

13.5

13

-

350

Tumbler

15

-

-

7.5

340

Note:
*

The Bag is not covered by the Tupperware Lifetime Guarantee.
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The FridgeSmart containers
have a unique venting
system that ensures fruits
and vegetables have the
perfect environment to stay
fresh longer by regulating the
amount of air flowing through
the container.
Features & Benefits
These containers have a unique venting system that ensures fruits and vegetables have the perfect environment
*

to stay fresh longer by regulating the amount of air flowing through the container.
While the FridgeSmart Mini is ideal for small herbs, the Fridge Smart Round is perfect for chunky

*

vegetables like Brinjal, Cabbage and Cauliflower.

Dimensions
Product

Capacity (ml)

PRICE

FridgeSmart Mini
FridgeSmart Small

1L

340

FridgeSmart Medium

1.6L

450

FridgeSmart Large

4.6L

580

Microwave – Multicook Server Price ` 400
Multi Cook ( i.e. Multicook Server, Strainer and Idli Tray) – Price ` 750

Features & Benefits
The all-purpose MultiCook consists of 5 components: Container, Cover, Strainer, Idli Trays and Spoon.
*
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A multi functional product that allows you to cook, steam, strain, reheat and serve, with the convenience of Microwave Cooking.
*
Demo & Usage Ideas
Cook:

Cook Idlis in the Idli Trays and Dhoklas, Rice and Soups in the container

Steam:

Steam vegetables in the strainer

Strain:

Strain vegetables, fruits, noodles, pasta in the Strainer

Reheat:

Reheat precooked food or ready to eat packaged food

Serve:

Serve dishes in the outer container

*
*
*
*
*
Dimensions
Product

Cap

Multi Cook

Price for 200 Ml – Price ` 115
Price for 440 Ml – Price ` 225
Organize your kitchen the Tupperware way, with the
Modular Mates, a range of dry storage containers!
They transform cabinets from chaos to top capacity,
ensuring every inch of space is put to work.
Tupperware’s Modular Mates were created to organize
your kitchen for space and convenience, while
ensuring that the food stays fresh. They are a
complete modular storage solution for your kitchen.

Features & Benefits
Save Space : The unique stackable design helps utilize space in the kitchen cupboards to the maximum. In fact, you
*

can gain up to 50% shelf space with the Modular Mates
Save Time: The tabs on the Modular Mates help in easy removal of seals while the clear window on the sides helps

*

identify food quickly
Save Money : Buy larger, economical packs of food and keep them fresh for longer, saving money and repeated trips

*

to the market.

Demo & Usage Ideas
*

Ideal for building a set of spices or for storing dry fruits and nuts.
Its is also useful for storing coffee, tea, sugar and tea bags.

*

Modular Mates Oval

Price for 500 Ml – Price ` 205
Price for 1.1 litre – Price ` 330
Price for 1.7 litre – Price ` 380
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Organize your kitchen the Tupperware way, with the
Modular Mates, a range of dry storage containers!
They transform cabinets from chaos to top capacity,
ensuring every inch of space is put to work.
Tupperware’s Modular Mates were created to organize
your kitchen for space and convenience, while
ensuring that the food stays fresh. They are a
complete modular storage solution for your kitchen.
Features & Benefits
Save Space : The unique stackable design helps utilize space in the kitchen cupboards to the maximum. In fact, you can
*

gain up to 50% shelf space with the Modular Mates
Save Time: The tabs on the Modular Mates help in easy removal of seals while the clear window on the sides helps identify

*

food quickly
Save Money : Buy larger, economical packs of food and keep them fresh for longer, saving money and repeated trips to the

*

market.

Demo & Usage Ideas
*

Recommended for all lentils, different flours like Maida, Sooji and Besan, pulses like Rajma and Chana

Modular Mates Mini Rectangular

These are off catalogue items – pls
check for Availability
Organize your kitchen the Tupperware way, with the Modular
Mates, a range of dry storage containers! They transform
cabinets from chaos to top capacity, ensuring every inch of
space is put to work. Tupperware’s Modular Mates were created
to organize your kitchen for space and convenience, while
ensuring that the food stays fresh. They are a complete modular
storage solution for your kitchen.
Features & Benefits
Save Space : The unique stackable design helps utilize space in the kitchen cupboards to the maximum. In
*

fact, you can gain up to 50% shelf space with the Modular Mates
Save Time: The tabs on the Modular Mates help in easy removal of seals while the clear window on the sides

*

helps identify food quickly
Save Money : Buy larger, economical packs of food and keep them fresh for longer, saving money and

*

repeated trips to the market.

Demo & Usage Ideas
*

Perfect for small quantities of snacks, biscuits and wafers

Modular Mates Square
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These are off catalogue items –
pls check for Availability
Organize your kitchen the Tupperware way, with the
Modular Mates, a range of dry storage containers!
They transform cabinets from chaos to top capacity,
ensuring every inch of space is put to work.
Tupperware’s Modular Mates were created to organize
your kitchen for space and convenience, while
ensuring that the food stays fresh. They are a
complete modular storage solution for your kitchen.
Features & Benefits
Save Space : The unique stackable design helps utilize space in the kitchen cupboards to the maximum. In fact, you can gain
*

up to 50% shelf space with the Modular Mates
Save Time: The tabs on the Modular Mates help in easy removal of seals while the clear window on the sides helps identify food

*

quickly
Save Money : Buy larger, economical packs of food and keep them fresh for longer, saving money and repeated trips to the

*

market.

Demo & Usage Ideas
*

Perfect for dry snacks like wafers, biscuits, cornflakes and bulky items like Laddoos and farsaans.

Idli Tray – Price ` 100

Features & Benefits
The Idli trays come with perfect pore/holes which are ideal for steaming and do not allow the batter to drip and evenly steams the
*

idli batter. The idli trays also come with a convenient top handle which allows you to easily lift up th idli trays once Idli is cooked.
the size of the idli grooves are also perfect for making anytime snack/meal idli. it also comes with stands which easily fits into the
stand grooves on the idli trays adn are sturdy so that the trays do not slip.Microwavr friendly and goes in easily with the
Tupperware MultiCook.
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Price `280 ( 500ml)
Simplify your time and methods in the kitchen with
these essentials from Tupperware! A wide range of
Magic Flows, the Grate-n-Shake combination and the
peeler complete your set of handy food preparation
products.

Features & Benefits
Blend and mix in style, with the versatile Quick Shake!
*
*

Removable Blender Wheel: Easy to blend and clean.
Embossed scale helps in accurate measurement of ingredients.

Demo & Usage Ideas
Blend juices, milk shakes.
*
Make salad dressings .
*
whip cream in a jiffy!.
*
Dimensions
Product

Capacity(ml)

Quick Shake

500

Cooking Oil and other liquid storage containers
Simplify your time and methods in the kitchen with
these essentials from Tupperware! A wide range of
Magic Flows, the Grate-n-Shake combination and the
peeler complete your set of handy food preparation
products.

Features & Benefits
Special seal with a slanted spout that lets you pour without dripping and ensures an even flow from the
*
*

container.
Moulded with a non slippery textured surface that allows for easy handling and is resistant to scratches.

Demo & Usage Ideas
These containers are ideal for daily kitchen countertop usage
*
Use the Magic Flows to create an attractive colour coordinated set of oil containers for the various kinds of
*

oils used in your cooking.
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Also, store and serve sauces, sharbats and sugar syrup!
*
Dimensions
Product

H (cm)

D(cm)

Capacity(ml/L)

Price `

Mini Magic Flow

11.4

8.4

440

260

Midi Magic Flow

17

8.4

650

295

Mega Magic Flow

28.5

8.4

1.1L

375

Price ` 765

Features & Benefits
Bright and colourful, the Multi Masala is aesthetically designed to store all your essential cooking spices
*
It consists of seven separate removable cups and a small utility spoon for convenient handling and ease of
*

use
Small, utility serving Spoon to help in convenient measuring and picking up of contents.

*
The cups are placed neatly inside an Airtight container which locks in the individual flavour and essence of
*

the contents.

Demo & Usage Ideas
Use the cups to store seven different types of cooking spices or herbs.
*
You could also use the cups for saunf, mouth freshners and different kinds of small knick knacks.
*
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